2010-2011 Falcons - Where are they now?

Player  Alan Jones  
Sport  Basketball  
Hometown  Celina TX (Hutchinson KS)  
Transfer School  Troy University (AL)

Player  Corey Jackson  
Sport  Basketball  
Hometown  Louisville IL  
Transfer School  University of Charleston (WV)

Player  Kelsey Bradford  
Sport  Basketball  
Hometown  Metropolis IL  
Transfer School  Lincoln Memorial (TN)

Player  Tonia Evans  
Sport  Basketball  
Hometown  Evansville IN  
Transfer School  Missouri Science and Technology

Player  Tommie Branham  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Festus MO  
Transfer School  Briar Cliff University

Player  Chris Goins  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  West Paducah KY  
Transfer School  University of Southern Indiana

Player  Cody Greifzu  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Fairfield IL  
Transfer School  Greenville College

Player  Roman Kelly  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Murray KY  
Transfer School  Murray State University

Player  Eli Nickell  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Eddyville KY  
Transfer School  Briar Cliff University

Player  Dylan Rasch  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Harrisburg IL  
Transfer School  Mid-Continent University

Player  Chris Robinson  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Braidwood, IL  
Transfer School  St. Francis (IL)
Player  David Snapp  
Sport  Baseball  
Hometown  Carmi, IL  
Transfer School  Cal State - Stanislaus  

Player  Gabriela Cardenas  
Sport  Softball  
Hometown  Benson, AZ  
Transfer School  Mount Marty (SD)